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Introduction

This workbook examines effective opposition
in local government and focuses on the role
that the opposition plays during the COVID-19
pandemic including the reset and recovery
phase. The intended audience for the workbook
is opposition leaders and deputies, ordinary
opposition members but also council leaders,
elected mayors, cabinet members and deputies.
It is a learning and development aid to support
opposition councillors in their work during the
pandemicOVID-19 and beyond.
The workbook has four objectives:
• to stimulate debate on the importance of
the contribution opposition councillors and
groups make during a long-term emergency
• to provide practical support for opposition
groups in their work on COVID-19
• to emphasise the role opposition groups
can play in reset and recovery
• to generally ‘shine a light’ on how to develop
effective opposition group working.
The workbook has been developed from two
pre-recorded webinars1 produced by the Local
Government Association (LGA) in mid-June.
The first focussed on the importance of
opposition leadership and the roles that the
opposition can play. The second examined what
effective opposition might look like during the
COVID-19 pandemic, setting out a range of
practical frameworks and tips.
The workbook is designed to prompt reflection,
insight and to identify actions to improve
practice and support your work in developing
effective opposition. The format will encourage
you to consider your role as you work through
key issues and exercises; to reflect on how the
1

4

material relates to your own approach, your local
situation, the officers you work with, the people
you serve and the council you represent.
In practical terms, the workbook can be used
as a standalone learning tool but additional
information and links are provided. You need not
complete it all in one session and you may prefer
to work at your own pace.
In working through the material you will
encounter a number of features designed to
help you think about your role. These features
are represented by the symbols shown below:
Guidance – this is used to indicate
guidance, research, quotations,
explanations and definitions that
you may find helpful.
Challenges – these are questions
or exercises raised in the text which
ask you to reflect on your role or
approach − in essence, they are
designed to be thought-provokers.
Case studies – these are ‘pen
pictures’ of approaches used by
councillors or councils elsewhere.
Hints and tips– a selection of
good practices that you may find
useful.
Useful links – these are signposts
to sources of further information
that may help.

www.local.gov.uk/our-support/lga-covid-19-support-offer/covid-19-political-leadership-webinars-councillors
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Opposition leadership
during emergencies
What about the opposition?
The COVID-19 pandemic and the recovery
period brings into focus the issue of leadership
during emergencies. Effective leadership is
generally considered crucial in successfully
addressing emergencies and there is a
recognition that the public look to political
leaders for reassurance, quick decision-making
and effective communication.
In June, the LGA published a workbook for
leaders, elected mayors and cabinet members
on their role during the COVID-19 pandemic
and the recovery2. It identified seven key
components of effective political leadership in a
crisis, including actively communicating, leading
decisively and re-framing and adapting.

The focus tends to be on ‘decision-makers’
during crises − those with the executive powers
to make things happen. Particularly during
the early stage of an emergency the role of
opposition political leaders can be overlooked.
This workbook asks the question:

‘What is the role of the opposition
during an emergency and the
reset and recovery period?’
Guidance

The workbook for leading members provides
a useful insight for opposition members into
the role of executive members during
COVID-19.
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www.local.gov.uk/covid-19-leadership-workbook-cabinet-members
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Challenge: quick reflection

What do you believe is the role of local opposition groups during local emergencies and the
reset and recovery period?
Jot some initial thoughts in the space below

66
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The opposition dilemma and
the opposition continuum
During an emergency, opposition leaders
are faced by a central dilemma:

Adopt a co-operative,
collaborative approach and lose
‘clear water’ between you and
those in power? or...
Adopt a competitive, critical
approach and be seen as
undermining unity and resolve
and ‘playing politics’ during a
crisis?
This central dilemma can seem like a ‘Hobson’s
choice’. Historically, opposition leaders nationally
and locally have faced the decision about
whether to ‘collaborate and unite’ with the
ruling group or ‘keep distance to critique’. This
dilemma has been evident during the COVID-19
pandemic nationally, locally and internationally.
One way of examining this further is to use a
framework called the Opposition Continuum.
The continuum focuses on the relationship
between opposition group and the ruling group/s.
It sets out four potential ‘types’ of opposition groups
depending upon how they relate to the ruling
group/s:

• Competition where the opposition seek ‘clear
water’ from the ruling group/s on key policies
and will pursue alternative policies.
• Confrontation where there is vocal, adversarial
and hostile opposition to ruling group/s.
Although this is necessarily a ‘caricature’, it
is helpful in understanding how opposition
groups can relate to ruling groups. It is a further
explanation of that ‘collaboration or competition’
opposition dilemma which really comes to the
fore during emergencies.
Challenge: quick reflection

What position does your opposition group
take on the Opposition Continuum? Has this
changed over time? Which is appropriate
during COVID-19? Which is appropriate
during reset and recovery?
Jot some initial thoughts in the space below

• Incorporation where the opposition group
works in partnership with the ruling group/s
−to the extent that the opposition is almost
indistinguishable from the ruling group to an
outsider.
• Collaboration where the tone is one of
co-operation over certain major policies but
the opposition would adopt a constructive
opposition approach over other policy areas.

A councillor’s workbook on effective opposition during COVID-19, reset and recovery
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Incorporation

Collaboration

Competition

Confrontation

Opposition group/s
relationship to the
controlling group/s
is one of partnership
to the point of
incorporation.

Collaboration and
cooperation set tone
of opposition and
controlling group
relationship.

Competitive
relationship between
opposition and
controlling group/s.

Adversarial and
confrontational
relationship between
opposition and
controlling group/s.

Opposition groups
partially or largely
incorporated by
controlling group/s.

Opposition group/s
cooperate with
controlling party/
parties over key
aspects of policy.

Opposition seek ‘clear
blue water’ between
their group and
controlling groups on
key issues.

Routine and vocal
opposition to
controlling group
decisions and policies.

Working as close
partners. To outsiders
it may be difficult to
distinguish between
the opposition party/
parties and controlling
group/s.

In other aspects,
where there are
policy differences,
constructive
opposition approaches
are adopted.

Competition is not
hostile or adversarial
in style.

Production of
alternative policies,
budgets, manifestos.

All internal and
external platforms
used to further
opposition eg using
scrutiny internally and
the media externally.

These groups often
achieve their goals
through deals with the
controlling group/s.

Opposition party/
parties may
emphasise a value-set
with is non-partisan.

88

Wide use of opposition
strategies and
platforms but scrutiny
not used as opposition
platform.

Production of
alternative policies,
budgets, manifestos.
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Role of opposition groups
in local government
In answering the question, ‘what is the role of the
opposition during an emergency and the reset
and recovery period?’, it is necessary to reflect
on the roles that opposition groups perform in
local councils. There are five key roles which
are summarised in the table. Not all opposition
groups perform all these roles but each role is
a legitimate one for opposition groups.

In recent debates about the opposition role −
both locally and nationally −emphasis is placed
on the democratic importance of providing
‘checks and balances’. And there are a range
of ‘holding to account’ roles, including asking
for accounts from both whole cabinets and
individual cabinet members and publicly and
visibly holding decision-makers to account.

Roles for opposition groups in local government
Key roles

Further details (where necessary)

Holding to account

•

provide ‘checks and balance’ on executive powers – key element of
local democracy

•

provide challenge and contestability to the development and
implementation of council policy

•

asking powerful questions which probe controlling group/s policies
and delivery

•

hold controlling group/s to account publicly and visibly

•

holding individual executive members/cabinet members to account

•

monitor effective implementation of policy.

•

propose amendments to council policy

•

propose alternative budgets

•

developing alternative policies.

•

ensure controlling group/s work in the best interest of the residents
and other communities

•

ensure controlling group/s work across the whole authority area

•

advocating for the communities the opposition represent

•

amplifying voices of parts of community not often heard.

Improving policy
and decision-making
Developing
alternative policies
Representative
and advocacy roles

Scrutinising the
impact of national
government policy
on local councils
Source: Dr Stephanie Snape, New Leadership Foundation
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There is also a key opposition role of working to
improve policy development and implementation.
This may lead to alternative budget and
policy proposals. There are also a group of
representative and advocacy roles, for example
advocating for the particular communities the
opposition councillors. The fifth and final role is
scrutinising the local delivery of national policy.
It is an important question to ask whether the
roles above remain valid and appropriate during
COVID-19, the reset and recovery? In theory
they all remain appropriate. Some may be
‘heightened’ during an emergency. For example:
• emergency powers concentrates decisionmaking further which could be argued
increases the importance of active opposition,
in particular the ‘holding to account’ roles
• monitoring implementation of policy is a key
role during response to an emergency
• during reset and recovery, the importance of
developing and implementing policy is critical
• asking powerful, probing questions can be
an effective opposition approach during an
emergency
• given that political geography can be marked
in local politics, advocating for opposition
communities and groups could be critical, for
example ensuring the voices of particularly
vulnerable groups are amplified.
Challenge

Turn to Appendix 1 to complete a selfreflection exercise on opposition roles and
COVID-19, the reset and recovery.

1010
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COVID-19: impact on the
opposition
Opposition councillors across England report
diversity in their experiences during the
COVID-19 pandemic and through recovery.
There has been marked variation in terms of
access to information, involvement in decisions,
communication and support. It is right to record
that some opposition groups have felt excluded
and further removed from decision-making.
Others state that they have had greater access
to information and a ‘seat at the table’ that they
do not usually enjoy. Initial actions during the
COVID-19 pandemic certainly changed the
landscape of how to be an opposition group,
for example:
• when the emergency powers were put in
place a whole new system of decision-making
was enacted
• many meetings in March through to June
were cancelled/postponed
• the nature of member-officer relationships
changed as officers and members became
home workers, using virtual technology.
In the recovery period, there continues to be
changes to adapt to, including virtual meetings
and remote communicate with officers and other
members.

Case study

Geraldine Coggins, Group Leader,
Green Party, Trafford Metropolitan
Borough Council
Trafford has taken a cross-party, inclusive
approach to involving opposition groups in
their COVID-19 response. The chief
executive and the four group leaders meet
twice a week through a virtual platform.
These meetings start with a briefing from the
chief executive outlining where the authority
is on a range of issues. This provided
Geraldine with more insight into the
decision-making process. In early Summer
the group leaders were all involved in a
virtual workshop undertaking a ‘recovery
stocktake’.
Geraldine commented that ‘as the leader of
a small opposition group, it has been a huge
learning experience. There is no democracy
without opposition, and I think this approach
has been a win-win. We have had an
opportunity to see behind the scenes of the
council. It also benefits the administration as
it lets opposition see the scale of the
challenge and the limited choices available.
We had an opportunity to ask probing
questions, analyse both policy positions and
implementation and offer an alternative
vision.’

A councillor’s workbook on effective opposition during COVID-19, reset and recovery
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Case study

Steve Norman, Labour group
leader, Lichfield District Council

Many opposition members were also extremely
active in working in their communities,
supporting local networks and groups and
co-ordinating efforts to support the more
vulnerable.
Case study

Steve reflects on his work and that of his
opposition group during COVID-19:
1. A focus on getting our message across
via social media in the absence of a
local newspaper, few meetings and not
being able to deliver newsletters.
2. We have looked at new ways of working
− even having a virtual surgery – so that
our views on issues other than COVID-19
related are still getting out to residents.

Dave Harris, opposition councillor,
Essex County Council
Dave Harris has been extremely active in
his community:
•

in encouraging his community to stay
safe

•

in using social media

•

in creating a list of volunteers to do
shopping and fetch prescriptions

•

in getting a safe system of donations
to the local food bank

•

4. Giving the council leadership local
information and feedback based on factual
evidence has influenced decisions.

in being a conduit for lonely and isolated
friends on the phone

•

working with welfare rights in Colchester

•

5. Scrutiny has proved to be more
difficult in virtual meetings and Steve
emphasises the learning around
conducting meetings virtually.

working with community 360 recruiting
volunteers

•

writing regular digital news letters to
post on social media.

3. There has been constructive criticism
of COVID-19 related issues but this has
tempered by the need to work together
and to be seen working together. The
ruling group have tried to involve the
opposition as much as they can and I
believe they are genuinely willing to listen.

6. He comments that in full council it will not
be appropriate to be seen to be ‘heckling’
cabinet members; that party politics will
necessarily be contained more.
7. Plenty of activities related to community
leadership. Including organising or
helping to organise volunteers who have
been collecting prescriptions, doing
shopping, befriending and other tasks.
Continuing to chair a governing body of
a special school. And carrying on with
casework via email, phone and social media.

Dave relates that: ‘I worked with a local
group of community first responders and
volunteers to tour in an open top truck to
collect food bank donations, whilst socially
distanced and dressing as super heroes.
I personally led in my area in an open top
sports car’. He emphasises that there have
been ‘lots of opportunities to suggest ways
to bring communities together’.

8. There has been an opportunity to have
more time to think about the group’s
plans for the next couple of years.

1212
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Guidance

Challenges

Opposition groups − reasonable
expectations of councils

Challenge 1
for the whole opposition group

During the COVID-19 pandemic what are
reasonable expectations for how councils
can support an effective opposition?

Consider the following questions:

•

Separate meeting/s with chief executive
and senior officers.

•

Access to timely information.

•

Format for virtual meetings to include
a ‘place’ for the opposition to ask
questions and provide challenge.

•

•

What does the council constitution
state about the role of the opposition?
Are there separate written established
procedures/protocols? Is current
practice in line with the spirit of these?
Support for opposition councillors in their
community leadership roles.

1. How has your opposition group been
impacted by your council’s COVID-19
response and recovery?
2. How has your opposition group
responded?
3. What challenges have the group faced?
4. What opportunities have presented
themselves?
5. What resources can you call on as
a group?
6. What has your group learnt about
opposition during COVID-19?

Challenge 2
for the individual opposition
group leader/councillor
Consider the following questions:
1. How has your role as opposition group
leader/councillor been impacted by
your council’s COVID-19 response and
recovery?
2. How have you responded?
3. What challenges have you faced?
4. What opportunities have presented
themselves?
5. What have you learnt as an opposition
group leader/councillor?

A councillor’s workbook on effective opposition during COVID-19, reset and recovery
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Being an effective opposition

Diversity in opposition
groups: shaping local
approaches
Factors shaping opposition approach

Great variety in nature
of opposition groups

Political geography

Size of group

Working with other opposition groups
vs operating as single group

Political culture, traditions and history

Access to resources

Single issue group/groups with a
range of policies/area based groups

National party group or wholly local
party

Number of opposition groups

Party group or non-party group

Recent groups or longstanding
opposition parties

Extent of group discipline and
coherence

Electoral patterns and history

Source: Dr Stephanie Snape, New Leadership Foundation
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One of the most notable features of opposition
in local government is its diversity; there is
tremendous variety in almost every aspect
of local opposition groups from their size,
the extent to which they follow a ‘party’
line, access to resources, group discipline,
history and culture, political geography, the
relationship between groups and so on. This
richness means that there is no one blueprint
for how opposition groups should operate
and achieve effectiveness. In developing an
effective role through the emergency and
recovery stages, local opposition groups
instead shape approaches which reflect their
local circumstances and its nuances and
complexities.

The 10 components of effective opposition

1. Clarity on aims and priorities
2. Coherent opposition policy
3. Be a ruling group-in-waiting
4. Engaging outsiders and refreshing
ideas periodically
5. Skilled use of opposition strategies
and tactics
6. Use resources wisely
7. Understanding implementation
8. Cohesive, effective team

The 10 components
of effective opposition

9. Effective group managements

Although local opposition strategies must
reflect local circumstances, it is possible to distil
key lessons for developing effective opposition
working. These are summarised in the table,
‘10 components of effective opposition’.

Source: Dr Stephanie Snape,
New Leadership Foundation

Opposition groups benefit from clearly set
out aims and priorities which derive from a
persuasive political vision. Understanding your
priorities −and the areas which are not a priority
−is part of having a robust strategic direction.
The range of policies proposed should be
coherent and mutually supportive, with clarity
over the inter-connections. All groups −even
small ones −can benefit from the energy and
discipline that come with acting as a ‘ruling
group in waiting’. Small groups can −at times
unexpectedly −be in very powerful positions in
no overall control authorities where the discipline
of ‘being a ruling group in waiting’ will be really
beneficial. Providing a ‘refresh’ of group ideas
and policies through engaging outsiders can
ensure the group retains relevance.

10. Positive, upbeat approach

Experienced opposition groups understand
how to use different strategies and tactics
dependent upon the policy area, situation or
individual; using political knowledge of how
power is distributed inside and outside the
council helps to select the most appropriate
approach. Resources for opposition groups
are almost always limited and so using them
to their greatest effect is key. Political groups
can sometimes focus on the development of
policy but understanding how it is implemented
and the ‘implementation gap’ that often occurs
is useful for opposition councillors. With any
group situation, understanding the personalities
and relationships is essential: either to shape
effective leadership teams or for ensuring
positive group dynamics. Lastly, an upbeat,
positive style with an emphasis on identifying
opportunities and making a difference can be a
core component of effective opposition.

A councillor’s workbook on effective opposition during COVID-19, reset and recovery
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Guidance

Small can be mighty: small opposition
groups
It can seem daunting to small opposition
groups to develop successful opposition
tactics and to have a positive impact on a
council. However, small groups can be very
effective if they operate in a smart, agile and
targetted way. Some ideas are set out below:
•

•

Priorities, priorities, priorities. Select
a small number of priority policy areas
which reflect your political values and
manifesto, but also can be realistically
supported by your group. Focus group
energy on these priorities. Allocate ‘lead’
or ‘champion’ roles within your group
to these priorities (if there are enough
members).
Say No. Avoid spreading yourself too
thin by accepting every invite to be
involved in both internal council and
outside body groups and meetings.

•

Cultivate allies. Could you increase your
impact by working with other groups on
selected issues? Are there officers who
might be natural allies? Are there allies
in the community, voluntary, business
or other public agencies who might be
useful?

•

Understand the political terrain.
Grow your political nous and impact by
analysing and understanding the political
landscape of the council; identifying the
key ‘political’ actors.

•

Be excellent community leaders in
your wards or divisions. Prioritising
making a visible difference in your own
patch.

•

The ‘team’ is bigger than the group.
Small groups in particular can benefit
from expanding their ‘team’ to include
the wider local political group or party
(where this exists).

1616

The impact on smaller groups of COVID-19
will vary. If one or two members of a
small group have been shielding this can
significantly diminish what the group can
achieve. It is likely that small groups need to
take even more to heart the idea of being a
‘smart, agile and targetted’ group.

All 10 of the components can be impacted
positively or negatively by COVID-19 and the
recovery. It may be that your group’s core
strategy is no longer wholly fit for purpose,
that your priorities need adjusting or have
been confirmed; that group dynamics have
been affected negatively (or positively) by the
emergency; and that the leadership team might
have a changed composition. The challenge
contained in Appendix 2 will help groups assess
the impact in more detail.
Challenge

Turn to Appendix 2 to complete a selfreflection exercise on the 10 components
of effective opposition and COVID-19, the
reset and recovery. This provides more detail
on the 10 components and how they might
relate to COVID-19.
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Opposition platforms
The fifth component of effective opposition is
the ‘skilled use of opposition strategies and
tactics’. This relates closely to the political skills
of the opposition councillor and group.
A politically savvy councillor or group
understands how councils and their partners
‘tick’; they understand both the formal
governance and decision-making structures
and the informal influence and persuasion that
shapes policy and practice. And they can ‘read’
rooms, situations and individuals astutely. This
involves understanding the range of ‘opposition
platforms’ – or arenas – that are available to
exercise influence.

Opposition platforms include formal governance
structures such as full council, informal
relationships with officers, contacts with local
media, group communications and community
networks. The table on opposition platforms
categorises them into ‘internal-formal’, ‘externalformal’, ‘internal-informal’ and ‘external-informal’.
Effective oppositions work across these different
platforms: aware that the informal can be more
powerful than the formal; and that external
connections can produce internal results.

Internal – formal
• Full council
• Policy groups
• Overview and
scrutiny
• Agreed briefing
arrangements

External – formal

with officers
• Working groups
• Area
arrangements
• Cabinet

• Local media
• Opposition group local newsletters
• Social media
• Representation on outside bodies

opposition platforms
• Informal relationships with officers
• Informal networks in other
political groups

• Relationships with community
groups and interest groups
• Relationships with other local
groups eg other public agencies,
business-es

Internal – informal

External – informal

Source: Dr Stephanie Snape, New Leadership Foundation
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COVID-19 has at least partially re-shaped these
platforms. In particular the move away from face
to face to virtual meetings and communication
can make it more difficult for the opposition
to ‘read the room’ and assess the political
implications. Some opposition have enjoyed
greater access to informal and formal internal
platforms which may mean greater influence.
How quickly opposition groups can adapt to
changed systems is a key question shaping
effectiveness.
The LGA Remote Meeting Hub3 is a central
pool of information, guidance and advice from
our partners across the sector.

Prioritisation and focus
during COVID-19
A key question for opposition groups
has been...

‘What should be the focus
of their work on COVID-19?’
COVID-19 is, at least temporarily, having a
powerful impact on many aspects of local
government. The diagram provides an illustration
of the ‘long reach’ of the pandemic into local
government functioning. (The ‘Long Reach’
diagram comes from the LGA workbook for
leading members on their role in COVID-19).
The diagram is useful for opposition groups
to ‘map’ the impact on their council and its
communities.
In particular, it can prompt opposition groups
to consider:
• How do COVID-19 impacts ‘connect up’ to
our opposition group’s key priorities and
strategic direction? Should the group focus
on areas of overlap?
• Have your group’s priorities and plans been
negatively impacted by COVID-19? For
example, might hoped for policy changes be
delayed?
• How have the communities your group
represent been impacted in particular? Does
this increase the urgency to advocate for these
communities or for particular groups within
your communities?

3

www.local.gov.uk/our-support/guidance-and-resources/remote-council-meetings
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Source: Stephanie Snape, New Leadership Foundation 2020

The ‘Long Reach’ of COVID-19
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From March to July, a range of potential topic
areas for opposition members to focus on
emerged. These are summarised in the table,
‘Impact of COVID-19: topic areas’.

Impact of COVID-19:
topic areas
Member and officer
impact

• Workforce practices eg home working
• Impact on governance arrangements eg virtual meetings
• Changes to member roles, relationships and behaviours

Council priorities
and budget

• Re-shaping council priorities

Community impact

• Support to vulnerable and shielding

• Short, medium and long term financial implications including impact
on medium term financial strategy

• Extent of community support
• Harnessing community endeavours over long term
Service areas

• Social care impact
• Care homes
• Education, schooling and vulnerable children
• Mental health
• Reconfiguration of death services
• Maintaining housing for rough sleepers
• Local COVID-19 statistics
• Impact on local plans, house building, infrastructure
• Impact on local economy and regeneration

20
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Opposition during reset
and recovery
Understanding reset
and recovery

Economic and place based
• supporting local businesses and economies to
recover from the economic shock of COVID-19

Councils have now overwhelmingly entered the
‘reset and recovery’ period. The move to reset
and recovery is not linear and black and white
but is complex, overlapping and multi-layered.
As the LGA’s ‘Guidance for councillors on
‘COVID-19: reset and recovery’ states:

• supporting local people with skills and
employment

‘...response and recovery have already run in
parallel for much longer than would normally be
expected, and to some extent may continue to
do so, not least in areas where local outbreak
plans need to be activated’ (p3)
‘And as with other recovery processes, it is
undoubtedly the case that reset and recovery
from COVID-19 will be a multi-faceted and long
running process, with momentum required to
be maintained over two phases: the immediate
process of reopening and stabilisation while
containing the pandemic, and a much longer
term process of economic and community
recovery during which the virus will hopefully
be beaten’ (p3).
The guidance sets out a range of roles for
leading councillors and those for all councillors.
It also highlights the importance that will
be placed on developing effective recovery
strategies and suggests that these strategies
will have the following key themes:

• addressing the potential long-term
implications of the pandemic on high streets.
Social
• supporting people and families made
vulnerable/more vulnerable by COVID-19
• outlining plans to tackle the inequalities
highlighted by the impact of the pandemic.
Community
• maintaining new connections and
neighbourhood structures to enhance
community resilience
• supporting VCS capacity adversely impacted
by COVID-19.
Environmental
• sustaining the positive environmental impacts
of the lockdown as the economy begins to
reopen and people transition to a new normal.
Organisational
• restarting all services impacted by the
pandemic
• reviewing how COVID-19 changed how the
council operates and what changes should be
maintained, including whether services can
be delivered differently
• resetting budgets and seeking to address
the financial impact of the pandemic (pp5-6).

A councillor’s workbook on effective opposition during COVID-19, reset and recovery
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Reset, recovery and
the opposition
During reset and recovery, what are the roles for
opposition groups? And how might opposition
groups be impacted? The table, ‘possible roles
and potential impact’, sets out some possible
issues for opposition groups to consider.

In terms of opposition roles, all remain relevant.
Some, however, may be given greater emphasis
during reset and recovery. For example,
understanding and reviewing how the pandemic
has impacted council finances, the impact on
the 2020/21 council budget and the implications
for the medium term financial strategy.

The opposition: possible roles and potential impact
Opposition group roles

Potential impact on groups

Breadth of roles
The opposition roles outlined earlier would
all continue to be appropriate:

Alignment of recovery strategies and group
strategic direction
Groups would need to consider how recovery
strategies align to their group aims and
priorities:

• holding to account
• improving policy and decision-making
• developing alternative policies
• representative and advocacy roles

• Each group priorities need reconsidering on
the basis of changing council finances or
changed needs of local communities?

• scrutinising impact of national government
policies on the council.

• Have new opportunities emerged to secure
inclusion of group priorities within recovery
strategies?

Roles to emphasise
There would be a new emphasis to some of the
roles during reset and recovery, for example:

Relationship to ruling group/s
Groups might reflect on whether their overall
approach to the ruling group/s needs to
change. Considering the Opposition Continuum
groups might:

• a greater focus on influencing policy
development as recovery strategies are
firmed up
• understanding and reviewing the financial
implications of the pandemic and the impact
on the medium term financial strategy

• move from a collaborative, co-operate
approach to a more competitive approach
• or they might decide it is appropriate to
continue with a collaborative approach.

• ensuring that the voices of opposition
communities are heard in shaping recovery
strategies and decisions about where
increasingly scarce resources are deployed

As councils return to more typical meeting
forms and cycles, will ruling groups and
opposition groups return to their pre-COVID
relationships?

• securing council support to maintain
enhanced community engagement in
opposition wards and divisions.

As many councils move towards May 2021
elections how will this impact on cross-party
relationships?
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Turning to impact on opposition groups, it might
be a good time to review the group’s strategic
direction. Does it need amending? How does it
relate to the recovery strategy? Importantly, will
the relationships between opposition group/s
and ruling group/s change? Some groups may
choose to adopt a more ‘critical’ or ‘competitive’
approach, particularly in the run up to elections.
If an opposition group has enjoyed greater
access and insight into decision-making, will it
be possible to retain this in some form?

Challenge

Consider the questions and record your
answers in the space below.
1. How has your council approached reset
and recovery?

Guidance

LGA guidance recommends that key
activities for senior political leaders
through reset and recovery will include:
‘Being open, transparent and inclusive in
decision making, maximising ownership of
the direction of travel and using scrutiny
as a tool for maximising involvement and
building upon the sector’s good practice at
a time of crisis. Councils need to show good
cross-party leadership for their areas and
communities.’ LGA Guidance for councillors
on COVID-19: reset and recovery, p4.

2. What roles have the opposition
undertaken in the reset and recovery
process? Have you been involved in
developing and reviewing the recovery
strategy?

3. What impact has reset and recovery had
on your opposition group?
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Appendix 1
Reflection exercise: opposition roles
and COVID-19
Opposition roles in local government

Holding to account roles:
• provide ‘checks and balance’ on executive
powers – key element of local democracy
• provide challenge and contestability to the
development and implementation of council
policy
• asking powerful questions which probe
controlling group/s policies and delivery
• hold controlling group/s to account publicly
and visibly
• holding individual executive members/
cabinet members to account
• monitor effective implementation of policy.
Improving policy and decision-making

Developing alternative policies roles:
• propose amendments to council policy
• propose alternative budgets
• developing alternative policies.

During COVID-19
What is your opposition group doing?
What is working well?

Representative and advocacy roles:
• ensure controlling group/s work in the
best interest of the residents and other
communities
• ensure controlling group/s work across the
whole authority area
• advocating for the communities the
opposition represent
• amplifying voices of parts of community
not often heard.
Scrutinising the impact of national
government policy on local councils

Source: Dr Stephanie Snape, New Leadership Foundation
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Appendix 2:
Reflection exercise: 10 components
of effective opposition during
COVID-19, the reset and recovery

1

Component
of effective
opposition

Further

During COVID-19

Clarity on aims
and priorities

Robust strategic direction
which gives clear answer
to ‘what are we aiming to
achieve?’

How does COVID-19
relate to your group’s
aims, priorities and
vision?

Clarity on overall aims

Does the strategic
direction need reshaping?

Shared political vision

What has your
opposition group
done? What has
worked well? What
have you learnt?
What could you do
in the future?

Agreement on priorities

2

Coherent
opposition
policy

Individual policies sit within
coherent overall strategy

3

Be a ruling
group-inwaiting

Preparing for power
(regardless of electoral
position) provides discipline,
energy and momentum

Consistency in approach

Adopting alternative policies
and plans

4
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Engaging
outsiders and
refreshing
ideas
periodically

Are any changes you
make to policies still
consistent with your
overall approach?

What would your group
do if you were in
power?
Are there alternative
policies you would

Identifying ‘outsiders’ with
new or interesting ideas

Are there ‘outsiders’
with interesting views
which have emerged
Reviewing longstanding policy during COVID-19?
– is it still ‘fit for purpose?’
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Skilled use
of opposition
strategies and
tactics

Understanding range of
opposition strategies and
tactics

What overall strategy
are you adopting?
Will this change in the
recovery period? Will
Applying appropriate strategy/ you adapt to different
style for particular situation
policy areas?

Cohesive,
effective team

Do you have an effective team
which drives your opposition
group vision, priorities and
strategies e.g. shadow
cabinet?
Do you have different teams
for different roles?

7

Use resources
wisely

Do you need to restructure teams either
in the short or long
term?

How effective are your teams
working?

Are there emergent
leaders who could be
used?

Available resources (human,
technological, financial)
almost always restricted for
opposition

What is the impact on
your resources?

Ensuring maximum impact for
resources available

8

How have your team/s
been impacted by
COVID-19?

Are there new
resources available ie
emergent leaders or
technology?

Understanding Understanding implementation How are COVID-19
measures and policies
implementation of policy
being implemented?
Gathering information on
impact
Are there
of implementation
implementation gaps?

9

Effective group
management

10

Positive,
upbeat
approach

Awareness of impact of
partner bodies on delivery

Unintended
consequences?

Ensuring group dynamics are
positive and well managed

What has been the
impact on the group?
How have you ensured
the group is still
working effectively?

Adopting a positive approach
to opposition (very important
in groups which have just lost
control)
Understanding the ‘upside’ of
being in opposition and how
opposition groups can effect
change

What opportunities
have arisen?
Can you point to
positive differences
made by opposition
councillors? Have you
celebrated these?
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